

Host AGM_Chris says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

ACTO-Corjet says:
::waiting just outside the RR for the admiral and CO with the sec team, making a few adjustments on a PADD::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Sitting in the Ready Room preparing to escort the Admiral on an inspection of the station::

CIV_Danforth says:
::phaser on my side, I'm standing with the Captain.::

Ops_Kerst says:
::at Station in ops::

CIV_Danforth says:
::waiting outside the ready room at attention::

XO_Hicks says:
::Sitting in the command chair, checking stations systems::

Host ADM_C’thia says:
::enters RR:: CO: I am ready for a brief tour of your base.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::walks into Ops, just coming from the science labs::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Stands as the Admiral enters::  Admiral: Very well.  We shall proceed.  ::Walks out of the RR::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks into ME and looks over the Master Situation Monitor.  Scans it and smiles.  Then walks to the Master Systems Display table and activates it.::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::walks beside CO::

CIV_Danforth says:
::falls in line behind the Captain, the new pip on his tunic glistening in the light::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
Admiral: Any particular place you would like to start?  ::Walks into the TL and turns to face the door::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::snaps to attention and indicates that the sec team should fall into rank, then begins to follow the admiral and CO::

CIV_Danforth says:
::enters TL after CO::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::standing at TAC2 on Ops::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
CO: Let us begin in your tactical department.

XO_Hicks says:
::Rises and walks with the Inspection Team::

Ops_Kerst says:
::watches as CO and ADM Leave deck 1::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::enters the TL::

CNS_Toni says:
::Walking back to her office::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::goes over to main science and relieves the on-duty officer, checks over all the science systems, making sure they haven't changed while he walked down here::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sees that everything is running smoothly.:: EO Chad: Take care of things here. I'm making one last tour. ::Walks over to the other Engineering consoles, wiping a white glove that he's carrying over them.::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
Admiral: Very well.  TL: Armory.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> CEO: Aye sir. ::Taps away at the MSD with a smile.::

CIV_Danforth says:
::stands quietly behind the CO and stands rigidly at attention::

XO_Hicks says:
Adm/CO: Admiral, Captain, good day.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
XO: ::Nods::  Hicks.

XO_Hicks says:
CIV: And to you, Lieutenant.

Host ADM_C`thia says:
XO: Good day to you. ::manages a smile::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Exits the TL and walks to the Armory::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Smiles and orders some Engineers to stand straight and look sharp while performing their duties.::

CNS_Toni says:
::Enters her office and begins tidying up her gear::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::continues with CO::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::exits TL with the CO and adm::

CIV_Danforth says:
::nods silently to the XO::

Ops_Kerst says:
CSO: I hope this inspection turns out better than the last one.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::making sure that all weapons systems are ready just in case someone should decide to attack them at this most inopportune of times::

XO_Hicks says:
::Walks with the Inspection Team, thinking fondly of Counselor West::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::over hears OPS:: OPS: What happened last time, sir?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles as he looks to a young Engineer and nods his approval after looking at his white glove.  Walks over to the life support station and wipes his glove over and under that console.::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Enters the Armory and stands to one side to allow the Admiral to inspect the weapons lockers::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::reads the report on system status, satisfied, gives station back to relief officer::

CEO_Corjet says:
<Engineer> ::Looks nervously at Corjet and stands at attention.::

Ops_Kerst says:
TAC2: The last adm here for an inspection died.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: Died? How?

CIV_Danforth says:
::stands at the entryway when the CO and the Admiral walk in::

CEO_Corjet says:
Engineer: Keep up the good work.  ::Turns to another station and pauses as he looks back.::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::walks around and views TAC operations::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::keeps in pace behind the ADM::

CEO_Corjet says:
<Engineer>::Smiles and heads back to his work.  Slumping slightly.:: Self: That was close!

Ops_Kerst says:
TAC: Murder, one of his aides did it. Had to chase him halfway across the sector to bring him back.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Watches the Admiral as she walks around the Armory::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::looks up after OPS's comment:: OPS: indeed, a station where admirals do not stay alive is not a very good one ::looks at the time::  I'll be in main science, you have Ops ::enters the turbolift and heads for the science labs::

Ops_Kerst says:
CSO: Yes sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Says a bit loudly, but with playfulness in his voice.:: Engineer:  Engineer!  Stand straight and tall! ::Laughs a bit and proceeds to the next station.::

XO_Hicks says:
::Stands next to the Captain, silently watching the Admiral::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: Sounds pretty nasty

CEO_Corjet says:
<Engineer> ::Snaps to attention and blushes in embarrassment.:: CEO: Aye sir!

Ops_Kerst says:
::Motions to his COMM GUY to take his place as he moves to the big chair::

Alix_Roe says:
::walks the promenade to her shop, unlocks the door, and heads in::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::grins:: OPS: You just HAVE to sit down there, don't you, sir?

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::walks to an officer:: Thorpe: Is everything up to date to your knowledge? ::wonders how he will answer::

Ops_Kerst says:
TAC: Yes, a case of stupid revenge over something that had happened years before.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::exits on deck 10 and heads straight for the science labs::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::shakes his head::

Ops_Kerst says:
TAC: Looks good for the inspection, and its comfy too. ::grins::

CIV_Danforth says:
::waits silently for Thorpe to answer, he should know the correct answer::

CNS_Toni says:
::Record a message and sends it to the file of XO Hicks::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Chuckles to himself as he hears Randy mess with Engineer.  Then continues with his duties.:: Self: I think we found someone to pick on.

Alix_Roe says:
::turns on the lights, making sure the sign "Antique's Roe" is lit, and heads to the back::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: I'd sit down in the other one, but I remember where I came from ::grins again:: I like to remember the poor lowerlings who must stand...

CEO_Corjet says:
<Engineer> ::Feels a bit panicked and stands as straight as a board, while performing his duties.:: Self: What have I done now?  ::Shakes his head.::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::glances over at security guarding the computer core as he enters the science labs, satisfied that the computer core is also secure and running nearly flawlessly::

Alix_Roe says:
::hums as she gets her paperwork for the day in order::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: You seem awfully open for a Vulcan, sir

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks to the next station and sees Ensign Ruth and pats her on the shoulder.:: Ruth: I know your station is clean. ::Giggles and walks back to the MSD.::

CEO_Corjet says:
<Ruth> CEO: Aye sir it is. ::Smiles and giggles a bit.  Then continues with her duties.::

Ops_Kerst says:
::Sighs:: TAC: I That's because I ain't no Vulcan!

Host CO_Mitchell says:
ACTO: Lt, perhaps the Admiral could use your assistance in opening the weapons lockers for inspection?

ACTO-Corjet says:
CO: yes ma'am.

CNS_Toni says:
::Records a message and sends to file of Ops Kerst::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::grins:: OPS: That was just a double negative, sir. Even though you don't sound it, you just proclaimed that you are a Vulcan

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::turns to CO: CO: Enough here, take me to engineering. ::spins on her heel and walk to the exit::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::Goes over and opens the weapons locker:: ADM: Sir, this is our weapons locker, we keep the inventory updated, and the stock clean::

Alix_Roe says:
::wanders around the store, dusting an item here, moving an item there, to get everything in perfect order::

CIV_Danforth says:
::shakes his head in his mind::

Ops_Kerst says:
::Shakes his head:: TAC: The point I was trying to make, and that you clearly missed, is that I am not Vulcan.

CIV_Danforth says:
::follows CO::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Looks at Hicks and raises an eyebrow the quickly follows the Admiral out of the Armory::  Admiral: This way, Sir.  ::Walks to the TL::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::ignores the ACTO and waits for the CO::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::walks briskly around the labs, quickly reviewing all data and equipment, making sure all is well, and there are no cups out anywhere::

XO_Hicks says:
::Follows behind the Admiral and Captain::

CNS_Toni says:
::Taps comm. badge:: CMO Tae!

ACTO-Corjet says:
::Quickly Locks up again and follows the AMD and CO::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles playfully and looks to Ensign Chad, then giggles.:: EO Chad: Looks like I found a nervous one.  I hope the Admiral doesn’t pick on him. ::Looks over the console.:: How are things?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Enters TL and waits for the others::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> CEO: Yes...  I would say so. ::Laughs.:: Looking great sir.

ACTO-Corjet says:
::enters TL:;'

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: Of course, sir... what are you then?

CIV_Danforth says:
::follows Captain and XO::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::enters TL::

CMO_Tae says:
*CNS*:  Yes?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks towards the Master Situation Monitor, and taps a few controls.:: Self: Yes.  Looking good.

Alix_Roe says:
::stops at a music box, winds it up, and an old song begins to play - Alix hums along::

Ops_Kerst says:
TAC: Hmm, pointy ears, green blood, and a mean disposition, what do you think?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
TL: Deck 33

ACTO-Corjet says:
::silently berates herself and Thorpe::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Exits TL and leads the Admiral to Main Engineering::

CNS_Toni says:
*CMO*: When the Admiral has left the station, I think we have an appointment, please meet with me in my office ASAP after that.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: They said it could either be Vulcan or one of those other Vulcanoid races about... but they don't have warp technology... at least, not the last time I looked

Alix_Roe says:
::wanders to the front of the shop to look for prospective shoppers::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns back towards the MSD and pauses a moment to take another look at the MSM.::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::walks into engineering and looks around::

CMO_Tae says:
::frowns::  *CNS*:  When did this happen?

CIV_Danforth says:
::follows to ME::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::thinks he'll have to appoint another SO as his right hand, since his last one left recently::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Enters ME:: All: Admiral on deck!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Snaps to attention.:: Adm: Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Snaps to attention as he pushes a few controls.::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::Sees Randy and Cheers again::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::is pleased to see such sharp officers in engineering::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Glances to the CEO and raises an eyebrow hoping everything is well in ME::

Ops_Kerst says:
TAC: What, did you get your commission through a corresponded course? How much more wrong can you be?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles as he sees his wife and then tries to straighten his face.::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::looks at all the crew in the lab, tells a few to straighten up their uniforms::

CIV_Danforth says:
::notes the CO's raised eyebrow but feeling confident in the CEO::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Sees the group  in ME and gets a bit worried.::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::strolls around looking at everything but saying nothing::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Looks at Hicks and whispers:: XO: I wonder if Randy sealed off the relief stations?

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::frowns:: OPS: No... I went to the Academy... even stayed an extra year intentionally to get a little more stuff into my head

CEO_Corjet says:
Admiral: Is there anything you'd wish to look at?

CNS_Toni says:
*CMO*: It happens because it is time for your evaluation, after our last flight.

Ops_Kerst says:
TAC: It appears it's leaked out.

XO_Hicks says:
::Whispers back to the CO::  Let's hope so, sir.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::gets angry:: OPS: Oh really?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
XO: Indeed.  ::Looks concerned::

CMO_Tae says:
::mutters something under her breath::  *CNS*:  Very well.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::goes over to the experiment section of the lab and makes sure all data is ready for any inspection, then checks where the inspection team is currently located::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::follows the Adm carefully::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: Then WHAT are you?

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::looks over some shoulders and nods::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns with a sweeping hand and smiles.:: Admiral: I'm sure you'll find everything to your qualifications sir.

CIV_Danforth says:
::waits patiently for the Admiral, noting the way she examines everything with a watchful eye::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Smiles as he sees Randy's wife, knowing they're totally in love.  Then looks down at his console for a moment.::

Alix_Roe says:
::waits on a few people as they come in:: Shoppers: What are you looking for today? I have antiques from all worlds.

ACTO-Corjet says:
::smiles glad that Randy has ME in good order, though not surprised::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::quickly catches herself and stops smiling::

Ops_Kerst says:
TAC: Does the name Romulan ring any bells?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Leads the Admiral towards the MSM right next to them.:: Admiral:  Here is the Master Situation Monitor.  This is the panel that tells me of any trouble through out the station.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Stands to the side, watching the Admiral::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: Arg! ::throws his hands up into the air much as LaCan did in that other mission:: They're the same thing as Vulcans!

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::walks back to the captain:: CO: I would like to see Operations next.

CMO_Tae says:
::talks to a couple of her medics, making sure everything is in order::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::seeing that all is ready, slowly walks around and dusts any screens that may be dusty::

XO_Hicks says:
CIV: On to Ops.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Stifles a sigh and then snaps to attention.::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
Admiral: Aye, Sir.  This way.  ::Leads the Admiral out of ME to the TL::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: Where did YOU graduate?

ACTO-Corjet says:
::follows signaling the Sec team to hurry up::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Watches them leave and breaths a deep heavy sigh of relief.::

XO_Hicks says:
::Following the way to Ops::

Alix_Roe says:
<Shoppers> Roe: Nothing in particular...just shopping for a present.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Waves to his wife, sending her his love.:: Self: Ahkayah.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Taps the pad activating the TL doors and enters::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::walks by a relief station and pops in, making sure that it's safe, walks out, thinking himself to be getting paranoid::

CIV_Danforth says:
::enters behind the CO and the XO::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::stands next to CO::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::stays silent and tries not to sway and continues to follow the CO and Adm into the TL::

Ops_Kerst says:
TAC: From the academy. And no, they're not the same. Very similar, genetically related, but NOT the same.

CNS_Toni says:
:: reading a few notes from civilian families requesting counseling::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
TL: Deck 1.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns back to Chad and wipes his brow.:: Chad: That was close. ::Giggles a bit.:: Not that the admiral would find anything wrong our out of order. :: Stands next to him and giggles a bit more.::

Alix_Roe says:
Shoppers: I have many unique items ::points to the music box::  That's a one of a kind, with beautiful music.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: Race relations 405-409, did you take that?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Exits TL into Operations:: All: Admiral on deck!

Ops_Kerst says:
::sees the party enter, stands to attn:: ALL: ADM on Deck!

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::sharp::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Giggles:: CEO: Aye sir.  I made sure everything was ready for the Admirals inspection sir.  ::Smiles with great pride.:: I saw to it myself sir. ::Taps away at his console.::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::enters OPS::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::could be sent through the hull of Koot and be perfectly fine he's so sharp::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::enters after the Adm::

CEO_Corjet says:
<Engineer> ::Still performs his duties, wondering when the Admiral will tap on his shoulder.::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Turns to Hicks and whispers::  XO: I am a bit dizzy from the all the TL rides.  ::Raises eyebrow::

Alix_Roe says:
::watches as the shoppers discuss the music box::

Ops_Kerst says:
::watches the ADM inspect Ops::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Whispers.:: CEO: Let me go bug Engineer! ::Laughs quietly.::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::walks around and stands next to a terminal........slides hand under::

XO_Hicks says:
::Whispers back:: CO: If you fall, I'll catch you sir.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Watches the Admiral curiously::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Wonders a moment.:: EO Chad: Okay!  But please apologize.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::please don't find the gum that that one guy put there::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::hears the CO:: ~~~~Valar: Ma'am, if you need to go to SB, then I'd suggest you do so quickly~~~~

Host CO_Mitchell says:
XO: Thank you.

Alix_Roe says:
<Shoppers> Roe: We'll take it...we think our mother will like it.

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::grimaces:: CO: And what may I ask is this? ::holds up hand with sticky gum attached::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Gets an evil grin on his face and smiles as he slithers over to Engineer.::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::darn... she found it...::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::stands close behind the Adm::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Looks surprised and then looks at Hicks:: XO: Hicks?

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::I'm going to kick whoever did that::

Alix_Roe says:
Shoppers: Excellent choice.  ::boxes up the music box and hands it, along with a PADD for payment, to the shoppers::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::groans inwardly “hearing Thorpe::

CIV_Danforth says:
::thinks...oh no::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Sir, I have no idea where that came from.

Ops_Kerst says:
:;Tries to hide his surprise::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::sighs and looks down:: Adm: that's mine, I apologize.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Clears his throat very loudly.:: Engineer: Stand straight Ensign!! ::says it rather gruffly as an Admiral  would.:

Host CO_Mitchell says:
Admiral: ::Looks at the sticky substance::  It appears to be chewing gum, Sir.

Alix_Roe says:
::walks the couple to the door:: Shoppers: Thank you, please come back.

XO_Hicks says:
Admiral: I concur, sir.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::is satisfied everything is ready, clean (top and bottom)(no gum/coffee/etc), working, secure, efficient, etc...::

CEO_Corjet says:
<Engineer>::Panics and tries to stand straighter than he can and almost falls over.:: Admiral: Yes sir! ::Catches himself on the console.::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::just looks at the CO:: CO: Something to clean this off with?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Has been watching them and quickly walks over to Chad and Engineer.:: Chad/Engineer:  Attention!

Host CO_Mitchell says:
Admiral: Certainly, Sir.  Hicks, please get the Admiral a towel.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Turns and smile.:: CEO: Aye sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
<Engineer> ::Panics again and turns white.:: CEO: Aye sir.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Hands the Admiral a handkerchief that was in his pocket::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::sighs, knows that he's going to be blamed for this... thank god for security cameras::

CEO_Corjet says:
Engineer: Take the rest of the day off Ensign.   We were just playing with you.  ::Looks at him and notices that he's white.::  You might want to stop by Sick Bay. ::Chuckles lightly.  Then heads back to the MSD with Chad in tow.::

CEO_Corjet says:
<Engineer> ::Breaths heavily.:: CEO: Aye sir. ::Sighs deeply and quickly makes his exit.::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::takes towel and cleans hand:: CO: I must leave soon. I have more inspections on my agenda. I understand that you have an antique shop on your promenade that I would like to visit first though.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
Admiral: I will look into this, Sir.  ::Nods to Kerst to bring up the last duty roster for this station::

Alix_Roe says:
::still hears the music box tune in her head and whistles as she continues to putter around::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::antique shop... maybe she'll forget... not likely... better start preparing my defense::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
CO: You will receive a copy of my report.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
Admiral: Of course, Sir.  This way.  ::Walks back into the TL again::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Giggling.:: CEO: I think I might have been a bit hard on him.  ::Sighs.:: Did you see ho white he turned? ::Starts laughing hard.::

Ops_Kerst says:
::Silently fumes at this incident. Heads to station and pulls up duty logs::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::enters TL again::

CIV_Danforth says:
::enters TL behind Captain::

Ops_Kerst says:
TAC: Someone will be paying dearly for this.

XO_Hicks says:
::Following the Inspection Team to the TL::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::re-enters the TL after the Adm::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Looks at the CIV and grimaces::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: And it won't be me

CEO_Corjet says:
EO Chad: Maybe.  But talk with him during his next duty shift.

CIV_Danforth says:
::understands the CO's feeling...this is a lot of TL travel...::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::smirks, accessing the tape:: OPS: Watch this... ::starts the playback::

Alix_Roe says:
::begins to tap her foot along with the tune::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
TL: Deck 14.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: I don't even chew gum

CSO_Pavielion says:
::begins to think that maybe the labs won't even be inspected, checks the sensors and notes that the inspection team is still in Ops::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Exits the TL onto the Promenade Mezzanine and walks to the Antique shop::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::wonders why they're going to an antique shop rather then SB::

Alix_Roe says:
::dusts a Vulcan lamp, still humming::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::follows the Adm::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over the MSD and then turns to Chad.:: EO: You too can take the rest of the day of Ensign.  ::Smiles and pats his shoulder.::  Thanks for everything you do for me! ::Smiles:: No go!

CIV_Danforth says:
::follows the Captain and the Admiral::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Stops at the door of the Antique shop:: Admiral:  ::Nods for her to enter::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::points to the consoles at Ops before anything happens:: OPS: Now this is the console in question, and I'm not even around

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Smiles and shakes Randy's hand.:: CEO: No sir.  You go see to your wife sir.  I know your going to have twins.  ::Giggles with a grin.::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::exits the labs and heads over to the computer core, nods at security as he passes it and deactivates the security systems briefly as he enters, then reactivates them::

Ops_Kerst says:
TAC: Calm yourself ENS, no one was blaming you.

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::stands outside of shop:: CO: I do not need an army to follow me about my personal business. If you feel the need you may assign one person and I suggest the rest return to their duties.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: Naturally not, except for you.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: Anyway, you happen to be the present holder of Ops

ACTO-Corjet says:
::signals the Sec Team to stay put::

Trin says:
::walks toward antique shop::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
Admiral: Very well.  ::Turns to the others::  CIV/XO/TO: You are dismissed.  I will remain with the Admiral.

CEO_Corjet says:
EO Chad: Your right.  I should. ::Has the grin of love on his face as he turns to leave, but turns back.:: I stand relieved.

Alix_Roe says:
::looks up to see a group standing outside the shop::

Molg says:
::walks past someone near the antique shop and enters::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad>: I know I am! ::Giggles::  I relieve you sir.

ACTO-Corjet says:
::nods reluctantly::  CO: yes ma'am

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::turns and walks into shop::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Aye sir.  Adm: Farewell, sir.

Trin says:
::enters the shop::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Follows the Admiral into the shop:: XO: You have Ops.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Exits ME and slowly walks down the corridor.::

Alix_Roe says:
Self: Alright business is picking up.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Of course sir.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::monitors security of the station now that his safety is more or less secure::

Trin says:
Self: Hmm.  Now what kind of unique antiquities do we have here?

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::eyes items and walks slowly around::

Molg says:
::Walks up to the shopkeeper::  Alix: Do you have my purchase ready  ?

CSO_Pavielion says:
::retrieves a diagnostics kit and begins to check the core for any problems::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::dismisses the Sec team:: Sec Team: go back to your duties, or your beds, whichever you are assigned to.

XO_Hicks says:
::Makes his way to Ops::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Walks behind the Admiral::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::heads for OPS::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs sweetly, deeply as he heads into a TL..:: TL: Ops.

XO_Hicks says:
::Enters Ops::

Alix_Roe says:
Molg: Yes, it's in the back.  Please wait a minute.  ::heads to the back::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
:: picks up a coo coo clock and then sets it down again::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> *OPS*: Chad here.  All systems fully operational.

Ops_Kerst says:
::Notices the last person to man station since the cleaning crew came through:: ALL; Now that's a surprise.

Trin says:
::walks up to the counter:: Molg: Whatcha getting?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Exits the TL and enters Operations.::

Molg says:
::Looks around::  Trin: Over here you useless lobe.!!

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::nods:: OPS: Who is that, anyway?

ACTO-Corjet says:
::enters the TL again, alone this time::  TL: Deck 1

XO_Hicks says:
OPS: Lieutenant Kerst, please take your station::

Alix_Roe says:
::heads back to Molg:: Molg: Here you are.  ::passes him a small box::

Trin says:
Molg: I'm right here, you dull toothed, grub sucking worm.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
XO: Sir, I found the gummer

ACTO-Corjet says:
::enters Ops and goes over the master Tac station::

Ops_Kerst says:
::notices XO enter ops:: XO: Sir, everything is running OK. I believe we may know who left the item the ADM found.

XO_Hicks says:
TAC: Is that so?  Who is it?

TAC2_Thorpe says:
CTO: Hey, ma'am

Alix_Roe says:
Trin/Molg: Please, keep it down.  This is a respectable place.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over to the XO:: XO: Corjet reporting sir.  ::Smiles at his wife and heads to the Engineering station.::

XO_Hicks says:
OPS: Thank you Kerst.

Molg says:
Trin: Inspect this and tell me if it is worth the price i am paying, be careful though, don't let anyone see it.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Looks over to the Ferengis in the shop::

Trin says:
::takes the item and inspects it::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::stands and looks at small crystal objects sparkling in the light::

XO_Hicks says:
CEO: Thank you Commander, please assume your post.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Smiles and continues with his duties in Main Engineering.::

Ops_Kerst says:
::returns to station, relieves COMM GUY::

ACTO-Corjet says:
Tac: Hello is considered the proper greeting.

Alix_Roe says:
Molg: It's just as we discussed

XO_Hicks says:
::Sits down in the command chair::

Alix_Roe says:
::keeps an eye on the other customers, ready to assist::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
XO: It turns out to be someone named Bailey...

CEO_Corjet says:
XO: Aye sir.  All systems are fully operational sir.  ::Turns back.:: Including the Erie.  ::Turns back to his console.::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::frowns:: CTO: I'm sorry ma'am... hello

XO_Hicks says:
CEO: Very well.

ACTO-Corjet says:
TAC: Did you look at the sec video?

XO_Hicks says:
TAC: Bailey, huh?  I'll deal with him.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
CTO: Of course, ma'am... I just finished showing it to Lt. Kerst

TAC2_Thorpe says:
XO: Yes sir

ACTO-Corjet says:
TAC: On who's authority did you look?

XO_Hicks says:
::Sees message waiting for him on console and reads it's request from CNS to have dinner with her at midnight::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over the console and smiles.:: Self: Gee...  This is the first time I've been up here when everyone else is here. ::Giggles.:: Usually I’m here when the second shift is.

Ops_Kerst says:
ACTO: he was also the last person to access the station since the cleaning crew swept ops.

Trin says:
Molg: It meets inspection, however, the price is waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay too high.

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::picks up one in the shape of the extinct elephant and spins it ::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::satisfied, leaves the computer core, and re-enters the labs, informs one of the SO's that he's in command of the labs for now, then heads back to Ops::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
CTO: Ma’am? Sir, I'm in charge of security cameras

Alix_Roe says:
::glares at the Ferengi:: Molg: The price is fair...and agreed upon.  If you don't like it, I'll find another buyer.

Molg says:
::Grabs item and places it on the counter with his hand over it:: Alix: Are you trying to steal from me, Trin here is an expert on such ...err… antiques...the price is too high !!

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Glances over at Trin and Molg::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Activates the secondary console and moves quickly from one console to the next as he does a full systems sweep.::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
CTO: I'm new

CSO_Pavielion says:
::enters TL and directs it for Ops::

Trin says:
Roe: The real fair-market value on this fine piece is about half of what you're charging, maybe a third.

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::hears a commotion in the shop, looks at CO and goes back to browsing:::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Walks over to the main reactor and checks its console.::

Alix_Roe says:
Molg: Trin doesn't know what he is talking about...the price is not too high.  I could even get more.  Take it or leave it.

ACTO-Corjet says:
TAC: Next time Ens, get permission first; this is why there is a COC.

Trin says:
Roe: I don't know what I'm talking about?  ::slams item:: I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M TALKING ABOUT?????

CIV_Danforth says:
::walks over to Molg, whispering::  Molg: I would suggest making a fair offer.

ACTO-Corjet says:
::turns back to her console and starts to monitor the station::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::frowns:: CTO: But the cameras are my department, ma'am... I thought I had free access to use them to prove guilt and/or innocence

Molg says:
Alix: You know there is no one who will buy this from you, we had a deal, and you have broken it !!

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Watches them more carefully, hoping a fight does not insue in the Admiral's presence.  Prepares to take action if it does::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::enters Ops, nods to some the crew all ready in their and takes his station::

Trin says:
Roe: I'll have you know I am the host of the Ferengi Antique Space show!

XO_Hicks says:
::To himself::  I wonder how the Admiral and the CO are getting along.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad>::Looks over at the many controls and looks back to some of the other Engineers there and nods his approval.  Then heads back to the MSD with a smile.::

Alix_Roe says:
Molg: Yes, we had a deal, with a set price.  If you don't agree to it, them you have broken the deal, not me.

Ops_Kerst says:
::monitors comm. levels and power readouts::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
CTO: And also, before I forget to tell you, I'm one of the new assistant security officers... just so you know what I can do and can't

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::walks over to a rare victrola, complete with several spools::

Trin says:
Roe: I am well known in half the quadrant as the foremost expert in antique pricing.  I say you are gypping my friend here.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Quickly checks the power reactors on one console, then moves to the secondary one and checks the life support systems and moves back to the primary console.::

Alix_Roe says:
Trin: You may know Ferengi antiques, but this is a human antique.  You obviously know nothing about those.

ACTO-Corjet says:
TAC: you don't have access to anything until you've confirmed it, Don't get me wrong Ens, Sec camera's are to be operated by you, there are a limited amount of people who can just look at them at their own will.

XO_Hicks says:
OPS: Lieutenant Kerst.

Molg says:
::Picks up the item again, hands it to Trin::  Trin: Go and check the item and make sure it is what we are looking for.

Trin says:
Roe: Oh, I've priced many a hew-mon antique.

Molg says:
<Looking>

Ops_Kerst says:
CEO: I take it this ADM survived this inspection of ME ::Grins::

Trin says:
Roe: Everything from George Washington's false teeth to the Mickey Mantle rookie baseball card.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
CTO: This wasn't done out of will, ma'am, this was out of necessity, you were here when the Admiral was here

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Doesn't like the way that conversation is going and taps COM badge::  *XO* Mitchell to Hicks, send two security officers to my location.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Stands at the primary console of the MSD and looks up to the MSM and frowns a bit as he sees a light flicker yellow.:: Self: What's that one?  ::Taps some controls on his station.::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
CTO: Boy or girl, by the way?

XO_Hicks says:
OPS: The Admiral and Captain are walking around the Promenade.  Just in case let's keep a lock on their comm. badges.

Alix_Roe says:
Molg: Am I doing business with you or him?  What do you say?

CEO_Corjet says:
OPS: Aye sir. ::Smiles with a grin as he starts checking the weapons array on the  primary console.::

XO_Hicks says:
*CO* Aye sir.

XO_Hicks says:
ACTO: Tasha, make it happen.

Trin says:
::takes another look at the item::

ACTO-Corjet says:
TAC: yes I was. That didn't give you the permission to look. That was for a higher authority then you, and would have been dealt with duly.

Molg says:
::Overhears the CO and nudges Trin to leave::  Alix: Here is your Latinum, I must be leaving.: Rushes out pushing Trin in front of him.

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::motions to the victrolla:: CO: I would like to purchase this item. Would you please call the shopkeeper?

Trin says:
Molg: Yes, the item is what we were looking for.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Orders some Engineers to look at the minor problem with the secondary  console.::

Ops_Kerst says:
XO: Already ahead of you there. Have a transporter lock on them as well, in case we need to beam them to SB in a hurry.

Trin says:
Molg: Why are you pushing me?  ::pushes back::  You got robbed with the price!

CIV_Danforth says:
::looking over at the CO, and then silently following Molg::

Alix_Roe says:
::startled at Molg's abruptness, takes the latinum::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Looks at the Admiral:: Admiral: Of course.  Alix: Excuse me, please.  We require your assistance.

Trin says:
Roe: I demand you give half of that latinum back!

Alix_Roe says:
::sighs in relief that that is over::

ACTO-Corjet says:
XO: yes sir.

Molg says:
Trin: We have no time to discuss this right now, get to your quarters!

TAC2_Thorpe says:
CTO: Ma'am, the accords in the cadet handbook and officer's handbook say that in emergencies, the camera official may examine normal duty shifts in necessity

Alix_Roe says:
CO: Captain! Welcome.  What can I do for you?

CIV_Danforth says:
::taps comm. badge:: XO: Sir, have security follow my signal.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::overhears OPS and the XO, thinks their precautions wise, but a bit on the paranoid side, goes back to own work::

Trin says:
Molg: You hired me to save you some latinum, right?

TAC2_Thorpe says:
CTO: But if you want it otherwise, I'll keep that in mind

ACTO-Corjet says:
::comms Lt Lewis and tells him to meet her at the Adm and CO's coordinates::

Molg says:
Trin: Are you disobeying my orders?

Alix_Roe says:
::walks over to the CO and Adm::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Finishes his systems sweep and smiles.::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
Alix: The Admiral would like to purchase this item. ::Motions to the item::

ACTO-Corjet says:
TAC: I'll speak with you later Ens.

Trin says:
Molg: I'm looking out for your best interests!

ACTO-Corjet says:
::Enters the TL::

XO_Hicks says:
ACTO: Have sec coordinate with Danforth.

Ops_Kerst says:
::hears CIV, traces COMM signal::

XO_Hicks says:
*CIV* Acknowledged.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::frowns::

Molg says:
Trin: We will deal with the shopkeeper later, get moving..

Alix_Roe says:
::nods:: Admiral: An excellent choice.  You have very good taste.  And I can give you a good deal on this item.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs with relief as he automates some warnings on the console and turns around.::

Trin says:
Molg: OK, OK!  You sound much like those hew-mons.

ACTO-Corjet says:
::exits the TL and quickly walks to the Antique shop::

Molg says:
::Grabs Trin by the nose and leads him away from the antique shop::

ACTO-Corjet says:
<Lewis> ::exits another TL and joins Tasha heading for the antique store::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::nods to shopkeeper and looks at ticketed price:: Alix: Fair enough. Please have this wrapped and delivered to my shuttle.

Trin says:
Molg: Ow, ow, ow!  Not the nose!

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::monitors security, didn't know why Tasha left, but sees, trusting her to do what's needed::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::enters the store and stands quietly next to the CO::  CO: you requested us ma'am?

Alix_Roe says:
Admiral: It will be my pleasure.  Could I interest you in anything else?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Watches as the transaction is completed::

Molg says:
::Releases Trin:: Trin: Now get to your quarters, i will meet you in the Bar in one hour.

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::pays and walks out of shop::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::uses sensors to quickly check on the CIV and his location, sighs, keeps a sensor lock on him::

Trin says:
Molg: Are you sure about this?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
ACTO: Yes, Lt. Please search the Promenade for two Ferengi who were just in here.  I believe they were trading illegal merchandise.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Follows the Admiral out of the shop::

Molg says:
::Glares at Trin and shows his teeth::

Alix_Roe says:
::shrugs as the admiral walks out::

ACTO-Corjet says:
CO: Yes ma'am. Do you have a description for me?

Trin says:
::sees Molg means business and sulks off to quarters::

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::turns to CO:: CO: I must be on my way now. I am sure I will visit again soon. ::offers hand::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Looks at the ACTO:: ACTO: Ummmmmm.......short, big ears and terrible teeth?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks around and watches what’s going on with interest.::

Alix_Roe says:
::goes back to her whistling, as the shop seems to have emptied - boxes up the admiral's purchase::

ACTO-Corjet says:
::nods::  CO: yes ma'am

ACTO-Corjet says:
::talks to Lewis for a second::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::takes this time to begin writing up a report which requests additional science personnel::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
Admiral: ::Shakes the Admiral's hand::  Anytime, Sir.  I will escort you to your shuttle. This way.

Molg says:
::Makes his way to his quarters::

ACTO-Corjet says:
Lewis: you start by talking to the clerk with me, then head out and look for them alright? I'm going to do about the same...  tell me once you find either of them.

CIV_Danforth says:
*XO*: Sir, these two were busy haggling, and when the Captain called security they bolted.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Enters TL::  Docking bay 1.

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::follows CO to where The Stand is docked::

CIV_Danforth says:
::follows Molg::

Alix_Roe says:
Self: This looks like it's going to be a good day - three purchases already.  ::grins as she whistles::

ACTO-Corjet says:
<Lewis> yes ma'am. I think we should talk to people who were around too, and that perhaps I wont need to stay around for all of your conversation::

TAC2_Thorpe says:
OPS: So, sir... do you know if she has a boy or a girl?

Molg says:
::Stops and sniffs the air, turns to see someone::  CIV: Are you following me  ?

ACTO-Corjet says:
::nods::  Lewis: I agree.

Alix_Roe says:
::calls to assistant in the back:: Sarah: Take this package to the Admiral's shuttle.

ACTO-Corjet says:
::heads to the store clerk::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Exits TL and walks to Airlock 1 with the Admiral::

XO_Hicks says:
*CIV* Acknowledged.  Keep an eye out for them.

Trin says:
::enters quarters and flops on couch::

CIV_Danforth says:
Molg: Perhaps I am.  Is there something wrong?  I noticed you left the shop in an awful hurry.

ACTO-Corjet says:
Alix: May I speak with you a moment?

CEO_Corjet says:
::turns back to his console and does another systems sweep.::

Alix_Roe says:
<Sarah> Alix: OK, Mom.  ::takes package and leaves shop::

Alix_Roe says:
ACTO: Certainly.  What can I do for you?

Ops_Kerst says:
TAC: ENS, Ops is no place for idle gossip. Please track the comm. signal of CIV Danforth; he may be getting into trouble.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::sigh:: OPS: Yes sir

Molg says:
CIV: I have to prepare for a meeting, is that alright with you, be gone.

Host ADM_C`thia says:
::bids farewell to CO and enters airlock::

CIV_Danforth says:
Molg: Just remember, I never forget a face.

TAC2_Thorpe says:
::finds the CIV's combadge and locks his console to it::

ACTO-Corjet says:
Alix: Could you please tell me about the two Ferengi personnel that were just here?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Watches as the Admiral safely enters the Airlock and taps the pad closing the airlock behind her.  Turns and head back to the TL::

Molg says:
::Poses:: CIV: How is this..::Turns and walks to his quarters::

Alix_Roe says:
::frowns:: ACTO: My customers?

CSO_Pavielion says:
::looks over as a light flashes and indicates the admiral is about to depart, runs a series of security scans of the admiral's ship and the surrounding space to make sure it's safe::

ACTO-Corjet says:
Alix: Yes, relax, you are not in trouble.

CIV_Danforth says:
::waits for security::

Ops_Kerst says:
XO: The admiral’s shuttle is preparing to depart.

Host AGM_Chris says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



